Olfactory Stimulation in Premature Neonates: The Relevance of Early Experience
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Abstract – While in the womb, a fetus experiences olfactory stimulation by means of the surrounding amniotic fluid. This prepares the fetus’s olfactory system to its postnatal life. If a child is born prematurely, it is deprived of this preparation because it is hospitalized in an incubator in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. This sudden transformation from the womb to an overly stimulating hospital environment imposes increased stress to the vulnerable neonates. This paper discusses various studies that show the importance of early olfactory stimulation, an approach to improving olfactory stimulation and protection, and suggests examples of implementing these improvements in future research and design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Of the total amount of childbirths about 11% (USA) is born premature [1]. Recent advancements in neonatal care have ensured that these prematurely born infants have an ever rising survivability rate [2]. Despite these advancements, prematurely born infants are prone to develop long term problems due to exposure to stressful environmental stimuli (light, noise, smells, etc.) [3].

Most of these prematurely born infants will, immediately after childbirth, be placed in an incubator at hospital’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Over the years extensive research about the impact of premature childbirth has shown that these children, and their parents, go through quite a stressful period [4][5]. Because of the premature exposure to a postnatal environment, external stimuli are perceived as extra stressful and painful by prematurely born babies compared to their full term counterparts [6].

In order to support during their stay in the NICU various innovations have been devised. Among these innovations are for instance a sound system for the NICU [7], the Babybloom incubator [8], the sound awareness system SoundEar [9], the Smart Jacket [10], and the remote cuddling FamilyArizing system [11] are all developed with the intention to improve the NICU experience for parents and their children.

We concluded, however, that none of these interventions consider the olfactory development and environmental impact on prematurely born infants.

II. OLFACTORY DEVELOPMENT

During fetal growth the first nasal tissue can be observed during week 7 or 8 of pregnancy [12]. The swallowing reflex is detectible from week 12 onwards and around 18 weeks gestational age nonnutritive sucking begins. Around the same time (week 17) the fetus is capable of tasting. Smelling however only starts in around gestational week 24 [13]. Coordinated sucking and swallowing are perceivable from gestational week 35 to 40 [13], the end of the final trimester. This means that the sense of smell is fully functional in prematurely born neonates in the NICU (24+ weeks of gestational age).

In humans, the receptors for the olfactory system are located high in the nasal chambers in the epithelium in the nasopharynx or nasal cavity. These receptors are not only stimulated during inhalation (orthonasal route), but also when infants suck or when children and adults swallow (retronasal route) [13].

From the nasal cavity olfactory neurons go through the cribriform plate to the olfactory bulb. Positioned directly underneath the prefrontal cortex, the olfactory bulb

Figure 1. Nasal cavity [12].

Through this paper, we provide not only a review of relevant literature, but we also draw attention to the importance of early exposure to odors in prematurely born infants. We want to highlight the importance of both protecting neonates from stressful environmental odors as well as providing them with comforting parental odors in the NICU. Finally, we formulate various challenges future research might face.
transmits its signals to the olfactory cortex, which is located in the brain’s limbic system [12]. The pathways that go through the thalamus back to the orbitofrontal cortex are thought to be responsible for the perception and discrimination of odors [12]. Furthermore, olfactory information is communicated from the amygdala to the hypothalamus and to the hippocampus. These are thought to mediate the emotional and motivational elements of odor and many of the physiologic and behavior effects of scents [12].

III. STRENGTH OF MATERNAL ODOURS

Already in the womb neonates are fully capable of detecting and discriminating odors/flavors through their olfactory system starting at 24 weeks gestational age [13]. During the third trimester the child’s olfactory system is preparing for the future world it will live in by tasting parts of its mother’s diet through the amniotic fluid [14]. Extremely prematurely born neonates are deprived of this experience and are instead presented with new unfamiliar environmental odors inside the NICU. Various researches have shown, however, that premature born infants prefer maternal odors over these new environmental odors.

In their study, Schaal et al. [15] showed, for instance, that prematurely born infants are capable of distinguishing their mother’s body and breast milk odor from other mother’s odor samples. A test by Russel et al. [16] showed that mothers show similar capabilities of recognizing their own baby. Furthermore research concludes that babies show positive head turning and appetitive mouthing if presented with flavors which were part of their mother’s diet during pregnancy [17][18]. This shows that during pregnancy the fetus already tastes and smells their mother’s diet, providing them an initial preference immediately after birth [19]. Similar tests show that babies calm down faster after smelling maternal breast milk [20].

Furthermore it has been shown show that neonates have less apnea without bradycardia and less apnea with severe bradycardia if presented with a pleasant odor [21]. In addition it is demonstrated that neonates cry less during separation from their parents if presented with amniotic fluid odor [14].

Concerning non-maternal odors in the use of pain relief, Goubet et al. [22] introduced vanillin to premature neonates. They have shown that infants showed less crying if presented with this familiar odor. Some aromas seem to distract infants from slightly painful stimuli. However, they are not distracting enough for more painful procedures [23].

During our literature study, we were surprised to find no literature concerning design or procedural interventions for communicating paternal odors to prematurely born infants. Although the effects in literature are quite promising, as far as we know, nobody has tried to specifically develop systems or products that provide the possibility of communicating paternal odors to the child. Nowadays, the only practice that enables odor communication in the NICU is the use of odor cloths. Worn by mothers, these pieces of fabric are left next to the child in the incubator to provide a more comfortable incubator experience. However, these cloths need to be washed often and don’t provide any indication if they still contain maternal odors or not.

Due to the observation of this gap in research and development within the NICU, we identify a new research niche. In this paper, we present our vision of how to approach the development and implementation of paternal odor communication in the NICU.

IV. APPROACH

Traditionally the means of relieving stress and pain in neonatal patients was to provide them with anesthetics and/or sedatives. In recent years, research has shown that there are other means of providing pain and stress relief in prematurely born neonates. In this section, we would like to take the opportunity to propose an overview of the overall approach in neonatal environmental stress relief.

The main approach in the NICU, in order to reduce environmental stress relief, is the reduction of environmental stimuli. We like to refer to this as “phase 1” in the overall process. In order to achieve this we observed redesigns of the NICU architecture (e.g., single patient rooms), its apparatuses (e.g., incubator), providing the neonate with protection (e.g., goggles for neonate) and educating both medical practitioners and parents (e.g., the NIDCAP program).

The main goal of these interventions is to ensure that stressful environmental stimuli are reduced to, what we like to call, the “no-stress-line” (see Figure 2). This no-stress-line depicts the pivot point where all stressful environmental stimuli no longer have a stressful effect on the neonate.

![Figure 2. Approach diagram.](image-url)
From the no-stress-line onward we come to what we like to call “phase 2”. This area depicts environmental stimuli that provide the neonate with comforting environmental stimuli. Although the child might not experience stress, the addition of comforting environmental stimuli in phase 2 ensures a rise in the quality of the NICU experience for neonates.

Overall, we see in presented studies that such interventions have a favorable influence on neonates in the NICU.

For instance, the sound system developed by Panagiotidis and Lahav [7] is specifically designed for the NICU to communicate maternal sounds inside the incubator. Resulting tests with the system have shown that the presentation of maternal heartbeat and voice produce short term improvements on the physiological stability of preterm babies [24]. Furthermore, Doheny et al. [25] showed a reduced frequency in apnea and bradycardia in premature neonates through the presentation of the same maternal sounds in the NICU.

Concerning the implementation of comforting stimuli into the NICU, we like to place phase 1 chronologically prior to phase 2. If stressful environmental stimuli are not removed, there is no need for implementing comforting stimuli in phase 2. This is because, usually, the comforting stimuli have to be presented in such quantities that they themselves become stressful environmental stimuli.

In the following sections of this paper, we present how we envision the implementation of the here mentioned approach on the early olfactory experience of neonates.

V. CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

We are convinced that a number of measures could be taken to improve the early olfactory experience of premature infants. The first step would have to be to identify stressful environmental olfactory stimulants in the vicinity of premature neonates. Although no conclusive study has been found, detergent and adhesive remover are proposed as unpleasant odors to premature neonates [26]. In order to provide a more concrete answer on which environmental odors are stressful for neonates, we believe more dedicated research is needed.

First, research should determine which of the odors in the vicinity of neonates are classified as stressful for the neonate. Secondly it should be investigated how frequent a neonate is, in general, exposed to these odors. The logical next step would be to eliminate the exposure of these stressful odors to the child. This can be done by means of providing the child with protection to the odors or looking for ways to remove or replace odorous chemicals.

In phase 2, the child should be presented with comforting environmental (paternal) odors, odors that provide the neonate with comforting environmental (paternal) odors. This can be done by means of providing the child with protection to the odors or looking for ways to remove or replace odorous chemicals.

In phase 2, we believe are viable implementations in order to improve early olfactory experience for prematurely born infants in the NICU.

VI. PHASE 1

First, we would like to highlight opportunities that are expected to provide less frequent experience of stress.

A. Identification of Stressful Odours

Before the protection of prematurely born infants to stressful environmental odors can start, the odors should first be identified. A survey of 99 neonatal units in France resulted in nine groups of products with a total of 76 distinct commercial preparations [27].

Overall, depending on their respiratory support, preterm neonates were on average exposed 1320-1800 times to chemical unpleasant odors during their first month of life of neonatal care [27].

Bartocci et al. [26] described a method of measuring the impact of odors on prematurely born neonates by means of near-infrared spectroscopy. In their study, they describe that the presentation of a pleasant odor (vanillin) ensures an increase in blood flow in the orbitofrontal cortex, while the presentation of an unpleasant odor (detergent and adhesive remover) ensures a decrease in blood flow in the orbitofrontal cortex [26].

B. Removal of /protection against stressful odours

The moment when odors are classified as stressful to premature neonates, it is time to consider means of removing them or providing protection against them.

First of all, it should be considered if odorous materials and chemicals could be replaced with less obtrusive alternatives.

Another means to reduce the exposure of stressful environmental odors to neonates could be changing staff behavior. For instance, it has been shown that by means of using ethanol-based hand disinfection, medical practitioners can ensure a high variable concentration of ethanol vapors in incubators [28]. Although one might search for non-ethanol based disinfectant, it is also plausible to ensure that medical practitioners ensure a longer evaporation time between the application of disinfectant and manipulations in the incubators [28].

By reconsidering behaviors of both parents and medical practitioners, the exposure to stressful odors might be diminished as well.

VII. PHASE 2

Sequential to Phase 1, it is important to proceed into Phase 2; during this phase comfortable stimuli are made available to the child in the NICU.

A. Support Kangaroo Care

Kangaroo Care (KC) is a well implemented method in the NICU [29][30]. During KC, the neonate is placed onto one of the parent’s naked chest in a supine position. During
newly born babies are able to learn new scents and couple them to the positive experience of being close to their mother. This means that there might also be a risk of connecting new odors to negative experiences. This risk that should be taken seriously.

B. Human body odours

The second major obstacle that researchers are likely to face while developing new odor communication designs for the NICU is the fact that you likely have to work with human odors. Human odors are as unique as a person’s fingerprint and are, therefore, close to impossible to replicate artificially [35]. Furthermore, people go through cycles during which the content of their odors [36] and their perception of odors changes [32]. For instance, the menstrual cycle of a woman determines the odor strength and type of a woman [37]. This together with our diets [38] ensures that our personal odor varies over time. This all makes it quite difficult pinpoint which variables impact the experience of people if presented with human body odors.

C. Anxiety odours

Finally, there is the point where even maternal odors could ensure stress in neonates. Various researches show that human sweat is capable of communicating anxiety among humans [39][40][41][42]. Because the NICU is quite a stressful environment for parents as well, researchers run the risk of capturing and communicating anxiety related odors from the parents to the child. Unfortunately, no research could be found that further supports this hypothesis specifically in the NICU.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

While in the womb, a fetus experiences a specific olfactory and gustatory stimulation. However, if prematurely born, infants are deprived of this experience and are exposed to a highly stimulating environment of, among others, lights, sounds and odors. Therefore, the long hospitalization of prematurely born infants in the NICU is likely to have adverse effects on the long term development of these neonates. An extensive bundle of research suggests that the presentation of maternal/paternal odors to prematurely born infants has a positive effect on both the stress reduction as well as comforting of babies in the NICU. However, both in literature and in practice, hardly any interventions can be found which implement these insights on olfactory stimulation. We believe that as a first step for implementation, emphasis should be put on the removal of stressful odors (Phase 1) and sequentially implementation of comforting odors (Phase 2) in the NICU. The implementation of these comforting will probably encounter various obstacles. Since the child has a virtually empty “odor library”, researchers run the risk of teaching babies new scents and coupling them to negative experiences. Furthermore, since we are talking mainly about human body odors, there is still a large portion of research need on the capturing and preservation of these odors. We
believe that it is possible to design and develop systems that will overcome these obstacles and provide better care to neonates and their parents in the NICU.
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